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Lipid bicontinuous cubic phases have attracted enormous interest as bio-compatible scaffolds for use in a wide range of applications including membrane protein crystallisation, drug delivery and biosensing. One of the major bottlenecks that has hindered exploitation of these structures is an inability to create targeted highly swollen bicontinuous cubic structures with large and tunable pore sizes. In contrast, cubic structures found in vivo have periodicities approaching the micron scale. We have been able to engineer and control highly swollen bicontinuous cubic phases of spacegroup $\text{Im}3\text{m}$ containing only lipids by (a) increasing the bilayer stiffness by adding cholesterol and (b) inducing electrostatic repulsion across the water channels by addition of anionic lipids to monoolein. By controlling the composition of the ternary mixtures we have been able to achieve lattice parameters up to 470 Å, which is 5 times that observed in pure monoolein and nearly twice the size of any lipidic cubic phase reported previously. These lattice parameters significantly exceed the predicted maximum swelling for bicontinuous cubic lipid structures, which suggest that thermal fluctuations should destroy such phases for lattice parameters larger than 300 Å.

Introduction

Lipids exhibit rich polymorphism in water and adopt phases that may possess one- (lamellar sheets, $L$), two- (hexagonally arranged cylinders, $H$) or three-dimensional periodicity (cubic phases, $Q$). One of the most structurally exotic categories of phases adopted by lipids are the inverse bicontinuous cubic phases. The most common inverse bicontinuous cubic phases are based on the “diamond” ($Q_{\text{D}}$), the “primitive” ($Q_{\text{P}}$) and the “gyroid” ($Q_{\text{G}}$) minimal surfaces and have crystallographic groups $Pn3m$, $Im3m$ and $Ia3d$ respectively (Fig. 1). They are formed by draping a continuous bilayer on such minimal surfaces, resulting in two interwoven yet unconnected, water networks.

A plethora of lipid systems are known to form bicontinuous cubic phases in vitro however cubic membranes have also been observed in vivo and consequently their resemblance in properties has attracted a lot of interest.1

Highly curved membranes exist in organelles such as the Golgi network and mitochondria and cubic membranes have been observed in a number of cell types (ref. 1 and references therein). Non-lamellar phases are of considerable biological relevance as their formation is essential for a large number of important biological processes to occur such as exocytosis, endocytosis, viral fusion, cell division and protein function, to name but a few.1,3 Cubic phases have been observed as an intermediate during fat digestion,4 in lipid extracts from A. Laidlawii and E. coli5,6 and micron sized cubic phases have been observed in the inner mitochondrial membranes of starved amoeba7 as well as the organized smooth endoplasmic reticulum.8 The colour of certain butterflies is due to photonic crystals within the wing cells that have been generated by templating of chitin gyroid cubic networks within the endoplasmic reticulum.8
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The minimal surfaces that the three lipid inverse bicontinuous cubic phases are based on. From left to right: diamond ($Pn3m$), gyroid ($Ia3d$) and primitive ($Im3m$).
Bicontinuous cubic phases have attracted a great deal of biotechnical interest due to their very high surface area, highly interconnected and accessible pore network and soft self-assembled structure that can undergo structural rearrangement. Due to the amphiphilic nature of the lipids that make up bicontinuous cubic phases, hydrophilic, hydrophobic and amphiphilic bioactive species can all be encapsulated in them\textsuperscript{19}–\textsuperscript{21} and as a result they have been used as matrices for templating\textsuperscript{22}, biosensing\textsuperscript{23} and for membrane protein crystallization\textsuperscript{24,25}.

One of the major bottlenecks hindering further exploitation of these structures is the inability to create highly swollen bicontinuous cubic structures with large and tuneable pore sizes\textsuperscript{16}. Monocacylglycerides, and particularly monoolein (MO), are some of the most common lipids used to generate cubic structures as they form at least 2 out of the 3 bicontinuous cubic phases depending on the water content and temperature\textsuperscript{17,18}. These structures typically have aqueous channel diameters around 40 Å, which prevents integration of cargo larger than this. This is a significant problem in many applications such as crystallization of membrane proteins with large extramembrane domains\textsuperscript{19,20}, encapsulation of many enzymes and selective separation of large molecules. In order to exploit these structures to their full potential it is vital to be able to engineer highly swollen cubic phases with length scales approaching those in vivo; cubic structures found in nature can be over 100 times larger than current in vitro, pure lipid structures. Considerable efforts have been made towards swelling bicontinuous cubic phases. Examples include the addition of hydration modulating agents such as octyl glucoside\textsuperscript{21}, sucrose stearate\textsuperscript{22,23}, neutral lipids\textsuperscript{24} and cholesterol (CHOL)\textsuperscript{24} as well as charged lipids\textsuperscript{25,26–27}, charged lipid-like peptides\textsuperscript{28} and nucleic acids\textsuperscript{11}. Despite this, it has not previously been possible to produce an equilibrium single-phase lipid bicontinuous cubic structure with a lattice parameter exceeding 270 Å\textsuperscript{25}.

Until recently, swollen lipidic bicontinuous cubic phases with lattice parameters of 300 to 400 Å have only ever been observed as transient structures or in coexistence with other phases\textsuperscript{29,30}. We have recently formed examples of highly swollen bicontinuous cubic phases at equilibrium in hydrated lipid mixtures incorporating charged phospholipids and cholesterol\textsuperscript{31}. We have now been able to both control the structural properties of these systems by changing their lipid composition and explore the physicochemical properties and interactions that underpin this unprecedented structural swelling.

Depending on the membrane rigidity, bilayer thickness and temperature, calculations have suggested that thermal fluctuations will destroy cubic phases with lattice parameters larger than approximately 250–300 Å\textsuperscript{32}. More recent work suggests that larger cubic structures may be stable in neutral lipid systems in excess water, however these are yet to be found experimentally\textsuperscript{33}. It should be noted that the very large cubic phases found in nature are thought to be stabilized by protein scaffolds\textsuperscript{12} and while bicontinuous cubic phases with lattice parameters on the order of 500 Å have been observed using block copolymers\textsuperscript{34}, these are not biomimetic and hence less relevant for biological applications.

Repulsive electrostatic interactions are known to swell lamellar phases, with extent of this effect being dependent on the Debye length of the solvent and the bilayer charge density\textsuperscript{35} however much less is known about swelling of 3-D bicontinuous cubic phases. It is known that the stability of the inverse bicontinuous cubic phases is governed by the thickness, curvature and rigidity of the membrane and in principle, inverse bicontinuous phases with sufficiently stiff, yet fluid bilayers should be able to swell indefinitely in water without incurring a large chain packing cost. Thermal fluctuations tend to destroy translational ordering in bicontinuous cubic phases with large lattice parameters\textsuperscript{32} but incorporation of cholesterol (CHOL) will tend to stiffen the fluid membrane and so reduce this effect. In addition, incorporation of small amounts of charged phospholipids will both reduce thermal fluctuations and swell the structure due to long-range electrostatic repulsions.

In this work, we have been able to engineer inverse bicontinuous cubic phases with lattice parameters of almost 500 Å in monoolein based systems by incorporating both CHOL and charged phospholipid (either dioleoylphosphatidylglycerol (DOPG) or dioleoylphosphatidylserine (DOPS)).

In addition to stiffening and swelling the membrane, CHOL, DOPG and DOPS are likely to be highly important in future application of highly swollen bicontinuous cubic phases. While MO is the archetypal bicontinuous cubic phase forming lipid, it is not common in bio-membranes and it has been found previously that doping with other lipid components is necessary for successful in-meso protein crystallization and enzyme incorporation\textsuperscript{34}; for example, doping MO with CHOL was crucial in obtaining structure-grade crystals of several G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) (ref. 15 and references therein). The plasma membrane consists of approximately 50% CHOL\textsuperscript{36} and many proteins are thought to require CHOL for stability, function and recruitment\textsuperscript{37,38}. Moreover, many enzymes require phosphatidylserine or phosphatidylglycerol for activation\textsuperscript{39}.

By engineering and controlling highly swollen bicontinuous cubic phases we hope to pave the way for these structures to be used for containment and crystallization of large membrane proteins as well as more far reaching applications such as bio-container and delivery, and tuneable photonic devices.

**Results and discussion**

**Effect of cholesterol on the phase behavior of monoolein**

The phase behaviour of MO has been extensively studied previously\textsuperscript{37,38}; when hydrated with more than 35 wt% water, it forms a \textit{Pn3m} cubic phase between approximately 20 and 80 °C. Above this temperature it transforms to an inverse hexagonal (H\textsubscript{II}) phase. CHOL in excess water is known to exist as crystals of cholesterol monohydrate up to 86 °C which then transform to the anhydrous form above this temperature\textsuperscript{40}.

There has also been work on the effect of CHOL on the phase behaviour of MO\textsuperscript{41} in the context of developing protein crystallization matrices; however this has been limited to experiments at 4 and 20 °C. At 20 °C and 60 wt% water, MO : CHOL mixtures have been seen to adopt a \textit{Pn3m} phase at CHOL concentrations...
up to 23 mol% of the total lipid component, between 23 and 28 mol% CHOL, an Im3m phase coexists with the Pn3m phase and above 28 mol% CHOL an Im3m phase coexists with excess CHOL crystals.24 Additionally, the hydrogen bonding interactions between MO and CHOL have been examined recently11 and it has been shown that the self-diffusion coefficient of MO in a cubic phase is reduced upon addition of CHOL.42

While these results give a great deal of useful information on the interactions of MO and CHOL, elucidating the structural behaviour of these systems over a wider range of conditions (particularly at higher temperatures) is essential both for exploring their structural landscape and developing their use in bio-technical applications.

Fig. 2 shows the variation in the structure and lattice parameter of MO with increasing amounts of CHOL at 70 wt% water and 35 ºC. At 35 ºC and below 15 mol% CHOL, the MO : CHOL mixture adopts a Pn3m phase, at 15 mol% CHOL and above, the Pn3m phase coexists with an Im3m phase (no excess CHOL crystals were observed up to 25 mol%). The lattice parameter of the Pn3m phase increases from 96.7 Å in pure MO to a value of 133.2 Å at 25 mol% CHOL and the lattice parameter of the Im3m phase also increases with increasing CHOL concentration from 152.0 Å at 15 mol% (where it is first observed) to 171.1 Å at 25 mol% CHOL.

It has been shown that in MO : CHOL mixtures hydrated with 40 wt% water, the hydroxyl group of CHOL preferentially forms hydrogen bonds with the carbonyl group of MO’s glycerol headgroup instead of bulk water (as it does when mixed with phospholipids).41 This is likely to cause the bulky sterol backbone to interact strongly with the lipid hydrocarbon chains, inhibiting trans–gauche isomerization along a large proportion of the chain and so reducing the lateral pressure in the hydrophobic region of the bilayer. This will cause a reduction in the magnitude of the spontaneous monolayer curvature, promoting larger lattice parameters. In addition, CHOL will force MO’s glycerol headgroups apart, reducing hydrogen bonding interactions between adjacent MO molecules which may result in increased hydration of the MO headgroups which would again give rise to swelling of the structure.

This can be summarized by eqn (1) and (2) below which relate the surface-average Gaussian curvature, \( \langle K \rangle \), to the structural parameters of the lipids.22,43

\[
\langle K \rangle = \frac{3}{2l^2} (1 - P)
\]

(1)

\[
P = \frac{v}{a_o}
\]

(2)

where \( P \) is the lipid packing parameter, \( v \) is the molecular volume of the fluid hydrocarbon chain(s), \( l \) is the length of a fully extended hydrocarbon chain and \( a_o \) is the interfacial area per molecule at the polar–non-polar interface.

The Infinite Periodic Minimal Surfaces (IPMS) that the bicontinuous cubic phases are based on are characterized by a zero mean curvature \( (H) \) over the surface but a varying Gaussian curvature \( (K) \) which ranges from zero at flat points and becomes more negative moving towards the saddle points. Hence, increasing the interfacial area per molecule at the polar–non-polar interface by the addition of CHOL decreases the packing parameter and increases \( (K) \) (i.e. makes it less negative). Consequently this decreases the spontaneous inverse curvature (towards water). This will tend to drive a transition from the Pn3m phase observed in pure MO to the Im3m phase which has larger radii of curvature when modelled as a constant mean curvature surface (see ESI† for further information).41 In addition, it is known that increasing headgroup hydration drives the transition from the taad to Pn3m and then Im3m phases due to changes in the Gaussian curvature.44 Consequently, the increased MO headgroup hydration caused by CHOL interactions described above rationalizes the phase sequence observed by increasing the amount of CHOL in the structure.

It has been shown45 that by using the volume fraction of lipid, \( \varphi_L \), and the lattice parameter, \( a \), one can calculate the lipid length, \( l \) (eqn (3)):

\[
\varphi_L = 2A_0 \left( \frac{l}{a} \right) + \frac{4\pi \chi}{3} \left( \frac{l}{a} \right)^3
\]

(3)

where \( A_0 \) is the ratio of the area of the minimal surface in the unit cell to the quantity (unit cell volume)\(^{2/3} \) and \( \chi \) is the Euler–Poincare characteristic \((\chi^\text{Pn3m} = 1.919 \text{ and } \chi^\text{Im3m} = -2, A_0^{\text{Pn3m}} = 2.3451 \text{ and } \chi^{\text{Im3m}} = -4)\).

Using calculations by Anderson et al.,46 Briggs et al.18 have derived equations to relate the water channel radius, \( r_w \), to the lattice parameter, \( a \). It should be noted however that these are only estimates as they assume that the centre of the water channel runs parallel to the minimal surface. The estimated \( r_w \) equations for the Pn3m and Im3m phases are given below:

\[
r_w^{\text{Pn3m}} = 0.391a - l
\]

(4)

\[
r_w^{\text{Im3m}} = 0.305a - l
\]

(5)

The monolayer thickness of MO in the Pn3m phase in excess water has been calculated to be between 17 and 19 Å at 25 ºC.47 Using a value of 18 Å, we have estimated the water channel...
diameters of the phases adopted in the MO: CHOL system (Table 1), as was done previously for a MO: sucrose stearate mixture. As with the lattice parameter, the water channel diameter increases upon CHOL addition and at 25 mol% CHOL is almost double that of pure MO.

The amount of water incorporated into the bicontinuous cubic structure can be calculated from the experimentally determined lattice parameters (see ESI† for further details). These are listed in Table 1 and comparing these values to the amount of water added during sample preparation (70 wt%) indicates all the MO: CHOL sample coexist with excess water and that their structural parameters are not limited by the available solvent.

It should be noted that the molecular parameters required for these calculations are not known for MO: CHOL mixtures, so we have used those for pure MO.

**Effect of DOPS and DOPG incorporation on the phase behaviour of monoolein**

Although electrostatic and fluctuation interactions are known to swell lamellar phases, swelling of 3D bicontinuous cubic phases is much less well understood. It is known that the fundamental properties of a bilayer can change upon addition of charged lipids and that lamellar phases incorporating charged lipids can swell indefinitely (although most systems reach an excess water point where the lattice parameter no longer increases and the mesophase coexists with bulk water).

A small number of previous studies have investigated the phase behaviour of MO when doped with a charged lipid, and with their swelling behaviour has been attributed to electrostatic interactions; however these investigations have been limited to temperatures below 20 °C. The largest lattice parameter previously recorded is 268 Å with approximately 2.5 mol% distearoylphosphatidylglycerol (DSPG) in MO at 70 wt% PIPES buffer.

Fig. 3 and 4 show the phase behaviour and lattice parameter dependence of MO with 70 wt% water at 35 and 45 °C, with increasing amount of DOPS or DOPG added to the system. Up until 5 mol% charged lipid, both systems show very similar phase behaviour, adopting an Im3m phase which progressively swells with increasing concentrations of charged lipid. At 5 mol% DOPS and DOPG, the systems reach a maximum lattice parameter of around 300 Å and 350 Å respectively. At 10 mol% charged lipid however the DOPG system collapses to a lamellar phase whilst the DOPS system swells further to reach a lattice parameter of 365 Å at 35 °C and 399 Å at 45 °C.

In both systems, addition of just 1 mol% charged lipid changes the bicontinuous cubic phase from Im3m (as seen for pure MO) to Pn3m, which swells upon further addition of charged lipid. This phase transition is in agreement with previous work on doping monoacylglycerides with increasing amount of lipids, sterols or hydration enhancing agents. Increasing the concentration of charged lipid in the cubic structure will cause an increase in the surface charge density and so enhance the electrostatic repulsion between charged lipid headgroups. In addition, incorporating DOPS into the membrane may cause an increase in steric repulsion in the headgroup region due to its relatively large phosphatidylserine headgroup.

Both of these effects will cause the effective headgroup area to increase, resulting in a decrease in the magnitude of the

---

**Table 1** Lattice parameters (Å), water channel diameters (D) and calculated water volume (\(\phi\)) for the Im3m (subscript D) and Pn3m (subscript P) phases adopted by MO: CHOL mixtures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mol% CHOL</th>
<th>(a_0/\text{Å})</th>
<th>(a_\ell/\text{Å})</th>
<th>(\phi_D) %</th>
<th>(\phi_P) %</th>
<th>(D_{\text{m}}/\text{Å})</th>
<th>(D_{\text{n}}/\text{Å})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>41.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>110.7</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>116.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>122.2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>133.2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>68.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 3** Phase behaviour and effect on the lattice parameter of incorporating DOPS into MO.

**Fig. 4** Phase behaviour and effect on the lattice parameter of incorporating DOPG into MO.
monolayer spontaneous inverse curvature ($H_0$) and hence a larger lattice parameter. Using eqn (1), it can be seen that increasing the headgroup area will decrease the packing parameter and decrease the magnitude of the Gaussian curvature ($K$) (i.e. becomes less negative), hence stabilizing the Im$_{3m}$ phase. 43,44

The difference in phase behaviour between samples containing 10 mol% DOPS (bicontinuous cubic Im$_{3m}$ phase) and DOPG (fluid lamellar phase) may be explained by considering the headgroup ordering of the charged lipids and their propensity to form hydrogen bonding interactions. NMR studies have shown that the molecular order, from $^2$H NMR, in the headgroup region is significantly higher for DOPS than DOPG, in turn dictating their propensity to form non-lamellar phases. 45 As the DOPG headgroup is more disordered than DOPS it is likely to occupy a larger volume (with its hydration shell) resulting in a drive towards flatter structures. In addition, it is known that phosphatidylserine lipids can form hydrogen bonded networks 46,47 resulting in a reduced effective headgroup size which drives increased inverse curvature (see ESI† for further discussion of charged lipid spontaneous curvature).

Interestingly, dioleoylphosphatidic acid (DOPA) shows even greater headgroup disordering than DOPS but cannot form hydrogen bonded networks. Preliminary experiments incorporating 10 mol% DOPA into MO show formation of an Im$_{3m}$ phase with a lattice parameter of 416 Å at 45 °C which is larger than the equivalent DOPS structure. It appears that when doping MO with 10 mol% charged lipid, DOPS forms the most curved structure (Im$_{3m}$, $a = 399$ Å) followed by DOPA (Im$_{3m}$, $a = 416$ Å) and the DOPG system forms a flat bilayer structure.

It should be noted that while the samples prepared here were hydrated with pure water, for some applications the use of buffers and salts are essential. In pure water, the only ions in solution are the charged lipid counterions ($\text{Na}^+$) and so the electrostatic interactions between the charged lipids are maximised, however, increasing the ionic concentration of the aqueous solution by addition of salts or buffers will result in increased charge screening and a reduction in electrostatic interactions between the lipid bilayers. An increase in ionic concentration has been shown to cause a reduction in the lattice parameter observed in MO membranes with charged species incorporated. 26,27,51 In addition, it has been previously shown (and was observed here) that increasing the concentration of charged lipids in MO can cause a transition from a cubic to lamellar phase, 26,27,52 however addition of buffers and salts causes a significant increase in the charged lipid concentration at which this transition occurs, due to a reduction in the inter-bilayer electrostatic interactions. For example, mixtures of MO with DOPG transform to a lamellar phase at 25% DOPG in 10 mM Pipes buffer and at 30% DOPG when in 10 mM Pipes and 1 M NaCl, 21 however, in our pure water systems, 10% DOPG is sufficient to cause this transition to occur.

The effects of salt and buffer discussed above are likely to have a significant contribution from the effect of charge screening on the monolayer spontaneous curvature; it has been reported previously that in MO : DOPG and MO : DOPA mixtures, 27,53 increasing electrostatic repulsion between the charged headgroups increase the effective lipid headgroup area resulting in a decrease of the magnitude of $H_0$ (see also additional discussion in the ESI†). At low charged lipid concentration, this causes a reduction in the negative interfacial curvature of the cubic phase leading to an increase in the lattice parameter and above a critical charged lipid concentration will cause a transition to a lamellar phase. Increasing the ionic concentration will cause increased screening of the intra-monolayer electrostatic interaction leading to a reduction in cubic lattice parameters and an increase in the critical charged lipid concentration required to cause a phase transition to the lamellar phase.

Calculating the water volume fraction of these structures as described previously suggests that the maximum lattice parameter possible with 70 wt% water is 283 Å, which suggests that samples containing more than 2% charged lipid are not in excess water. This is not entirely consistent with the experimental data which show significant further swelling upon addition of charged lipid, however we have only used known parameters for MO for these calculations and it is very likely that volume and area parameters will change on incorporation of different lipids into MO and the model is known to become less accurate at water concentrations above 38 wt%. 48

There is little temperature variation at low concentrations of charged lipid however at higher percentages the systems appear to swell with temperature, which is the opposite behaviour compared to pure MO. An increase in temperature will induce an increase in the chain splay (and hence an increase in $H_0$) resulting in a decrease in the lattice parameter of a mesophase. The opposite trend seen here suggests that electrostatic interactions are dominating the behaviour of the system. Studies have shown that DOPS membranes become thinner with an increase in temperature. 54 Increased kinetic energy of the counterions as temperature is increased results in them dissociating and hence the screening length and the electrostatic repulsions in the headgroup also increase. 55 Electrostatic repulsions cause the headgroup area to increase, which in turn reduces $H_0$, leading to an increase in the lattice parameter. The calculated water channel diameters of the Im$_{3m}$ phase in the systems studied are presented in Fig. S1 (ESI†). For the most swollen phase, the diameter of the water channels is calculated to be approximately 218 Å, which is almost three times larger than any swollen lipidic cubic phase recorded to date.

Ternary mixtures of monoolein, cholesterol and charged lipid

By doping MO with a small amount of charged lipid we can swell its cubic structure to 4 times larger than seen in pure MO via electrostatic repulsion across the water channels. Although thermal fluctuations will tend to destroy translational ordering for large lattice parameters, binary mixtures of MO with charged lipid somewhat resist this, due to long range electrostatic repulsions. To test whether thermal fluctuations are limiting the size of our cubic phases we added CHOL to the binary MO : charged lipid mixtures in order to stiffen the membrane whilst still keeping it fluid. By doing so we have managed to
swell the cubic phase up to a maximum of approximately 470 Å (around 70 Å higher than the largest observed structure in corresponding binary mixtures containing DOPG or DOPS). A typical diffraction pattern of the \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase obtained is shown in Fig. 5. Although by addition of cholesterol we have managed to reduce thermal fluctuations in the bilayer and further swell the structure, the rapid reduction in intensity of higher order diffraction peaks indicates that these fluctuations must still be significant.\(^{56}\)

Fig. 6 shows the effect of increasing CHOL in ternary mixtures of MO while keeping the mol% of charged lipid constant at 5 mol%. At 35 °C the DOPS mixture adopts an \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase with a lattice parameter of 299 Å at 0 mol% CHOL and swells to a maximum of 455 Å at 30 mol% CHOL. At 45 °C, the \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase swells from 285 Å at 0 mol% CHOL to 467 Å at 30 mol% CHOL. At 30 mol% the \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase is always in coexistence with CHOL monohydrate crystals (\( d = 34 \) Å) and at 45 °C it is also in coexistence with an \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase. At 35 °C the DOPG mixture adopts an \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase which swells from 361 Å at 0 mol% CHOL to a maximum of 415 Å at 15 mol% CHOL. At 45 °C, the \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase swells from 364 Å at 0 mol% CHOL to 423 Å at 30 mol% CHOL. At 30 mol% the \( \text{Im} \text{3} \text{m} \) phase coexists with an \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase and excess CHOL crystals at both temperatures.

It should be noted that mixtures with 15 and 20 mol% CHOL for 5 mol% DOPS and 10–20 mol% CHOL for 5 mol% DOPG are often seen to coexist with an \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase, leading to a smaller lattice parameter as the phases compete for water. MO in excess water is known to hydrolyse (producing glycerol and oleic acid) resulting in the formation of an \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase.\(^{57}\) As the \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase is not always seen in mixtures with 10–20 mol% CHOL, its formation in these samples may be due to small amounts of MO hydrolysis. In contrast, the \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phases observed in the corresponding 30 mol% CHOL samples are always seen, these mixtures shows consistent phase behaviour which is reversible when varying temperature and so we believe this is a true equilibrium structure. Interestingly, mixtures of MO with 5% \( R(+) \)-limonene in excess water are also known to adopt an \( \text{H} \text{II} \) phase.\(^{58}\)

Mixtures of MO with the concentration of DOPS fixed at 10 mol% and varying amounts of CHOL have a relatively constant lattice parameter upon CHOL addition until the system transforms to a lamellar phase at 30 mol% CHOL (Fig. 7). All ternary mixtures containing 10 mol% DOPG adopt a lamellar phase with lattice parameters in the region of 150 Å (see Fig. S2, ESI†). This behaviour is different to that seen with increasing CHOL at 5 mol% DOPS. We believe that at 10 mol% DOPS, the cubic phase swelling effect is dominated by the large electrostatic interactions, meaning that the membrane stiffening induced by CHOL incorporation has relatively little effect on the lattice parameter.

It should be noted that several of the ternary compositions were measured during independent synchrotron experiments and lattice parameters for these agree to within better than 30 Å. This variation is likely to be due to small differences in sample preparation. We believe the small fluctuations for 5 mol%
MO with either additional component. Significantly with CHOL when doped into MO to swell the cubic phase lipid mixture at equilibrium. The anionic lipids act synergistically with water channel diameters achieved here are the largest ever managed to achieve in any of the mixtures. The calculated water channel diameters of the Im3m phase for mixtures of MO with 5% DOPS and varying CHOL concentration are presented in Fig. S3 (ESI†). For the most swollen phase, the diameter of the water channels is calculated to be around 249 Å, which is the largest we have managed to achieve in any of the mixtures.

To the best of our knowledge, the lattice parameters and water channel diameters achieved here are the largest ever obtained for a bicontinuous cubic phase formed from a pure lipid mixture at equilibrium. The anionic lipids act synergistically with CHOL when doped into MO to swell the cubic phase significantly beyond structures obtained in binary mixtures of MO with either additional component.

Experimental

Detailed procedures can be found in the ESI†. Appropriate amounts of dry lipids were co-dissolved in chloroform. They were initially dried under a nitrogen stream then under vacuum for at least 24 h. The samples were then hydrated with 70 wt% HPLC grade water, subjected to a minimum of 20 freeze–thaw cycles (between −210 and 40 °C) and at least 5 pressure cycles (1 to 2000 bar) homogenize the mixtures.

X-ray experiments were carried out on beamline ID02 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) and beamline I22 at Diamond Light Source (DLS) using X-ray wavelengths of 0.73 Å (ESRF) or 0.69 Å (DLS) and at camera lengths of 1.2 m, 3.0 m, 4.0 m and 4.5 m.

Conclusions

We have been able to generate and control swollen, protein free, bicontinuous cubic phases of spacegroup Im3m by (a) increasing the bilayer stiffness whilst still keeping it fluid by adding CHOL and (b) inducing electrostatic repulsion across the water channels by addition of anionic lipids to MO. By controlling the composition of the ternary mixtures we can tune the pore sizes of the structure and have managed to achieve lattice parameters of up to 470 Å which is over 5 times larger than the cubic phase of MO in excess water. We hope these results will pave the way to developing engineering rules for the formation of bicontinuous cubic phases with lattice parameters significantly higher than those currently available. In addition, we have recently been able to dynamically tune the size of these structures using temperature and pressure changes.† These highly swollen, tuneable cubic phases are likely to open up a wide range of bio-technical applications including formation of tuneable photonic crystals, high surface area catalysts, large molecule capture devices and scaffolds for in-cubo crystallization of large membrane proteins.
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